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About This Game

Follow the Indie RPG Spirit in Search of The Memory of Eldurim

You know the feeling of setting sail beyond the edge of the map, beyond the boundaries of knowledge? So do we. One reason
we love video games is that they offer fresh lands to discover.

Discover a new world, its adventures, and its haunting story as you play The Memory of Eldurim. As Liminal Games, an indie
studio, we make games specifically for people with their own indie spirit.

People like you--those who long to discover.

Cash in your creativity. Fighting isn’t so much spam-clicking. It’s more of a dance. You will need to recognize openings and to
strike in particular ways. You have to think to fight. At least, if you want to win.

Shape a civilization. Save a town from eradication--or eradicate one yourself. Purge a city of thieves--or foment anarchy
through political assassinations. Lead or abandon an exodus. Fund a town hall, troubadour’s guild, refugee district...or buy your

own estate. Cultivate alliances...or the opposite.
Change the game through the forums. We listen to your input because we believe that you, like us, deserve to be heard. One
day, you might tell your friends about how your comment changed the magic system. As proof, you might show them the relic

you received in thanks. A communal development strategy should be exciting for all.
Explore an expansive and intricate world. The CRYENGINE makes for some stunning visual scenes. Experience them

through your travels across this new world--its sleepy forests, blistering deserts, glittering tundra, submarine ruins, and more.
Seek the Memory of Eldurim. Everyone is missing something, but most cannot remember what it is. It is their only hope
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against darkness. Seek the Tree of Light on your quest to save the world, rule it, or destroy it.
Count on RPG essentials. We didn’t discard the strengths of the Open World, RPG genre, we simply took them as our starting
point. The vision detailed above (that you can add to on the forums) stands on solid RPG essentials. For example, of course your

character can level up, but not through a cliche system.
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Title: The Memory of Eldurim
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Liminal Games
Publisher:
Liminal Games
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit, Windows 8.1 64 bit

Processor: Core 2 Quad equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible (GTX 400 series or later/AMD HD 6xxx or later)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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Well it was a fun r-type/Gradius game while it lasted. I completed over 26%, conquered dozens and dozens of planets, searched
for idols to help destroy even more planets quickly but came away with only destroying 2 out of 3 idols- for 5 different planets.
Went around the map numerous times in different places in search of maybe possibly another idol spot that may be easier but
unfortunately I hit a brick wall and the game is just too darn difficult for me to keep on. It's a shame because I like the game a
lot and want to conquer 100% but unless they patch in a new update or something my journey ends here. Still had a blast
though!. its ok ok ... not much . they could done a better job. telling more about the chracters .... At first I was like:
Oh, a plain vanilla hyperactive cheerful loli character. What else is new?

And then I was like:
JESUS CHRIST LOOK AT THE SIZE OF THOSE GAZONGAS

10\/10 hopes and dreams. Beglitched reminds me why I fell for indie games. Clever twists on a gameplay trope executed
beautifully. Every level was a joy to work through, both aesthetically and in gameplay. Also super adorable. Leaves you with a
full heart - keep an eye on these creators!. This game deserve a lot more bad reviews. A LOT.. There's a National Socialism sing-
a-long & the main character grumpily refuses to comment on the jews.

GOTY. Zap your way through your music library. Has a built in visualizer.. Makes me feel like battlestar galatica!!
. Currently too buggy to recommend. 3 crashes in 2 hours and spent a half hour in a bugged unsolvable level.

I eventually moved all my parts back, used the hater clue computer (it insults you each time you use a clue), constructed the
level perfectly according to its instructions and it still did not work. I restarted the game and then built it again and it worked.
That's way too frustrating for me to want to keep playing the game until it's fixed.

If it's fixed I'd recommend it, it's pretty enjoyable when it's working.
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Caused problems with a couple of drivers and windows slower to start up. drived a 1989 Bmw E30 M3 in Vila Real City Circuit
Portugal...

10/10. Bought this game as it looked pretty good from the screenshots. Played it for about 5 minutes and couldn't bear to play it
any more, the controls seemed very unresponsive and the gunfights were awful. Also had graphics issues were textures were
missing. The physics in this game are very buggy, which causes frustration through how unreliable they are. It's so bad that some
levels have "alternative" solutions due to these physics. Even though the author tries to introduce new mechanics along the way,
the game somehow has very little lasting appeal and gets boring quickly. There are way too many levels, and most are quite
difficult. What salvages the game is the ability to "skip" any amount of levels (and still get achievements) combined with the
game being free. That is truly a risk-free formula for achievement hunters and one that I appreciate.. Really good naval Strategy
game and very cheap. The Primary selling point of this game is its ridiculous concept. You have to spin in a full 360 before you
can even fire your gun, and scope is not usable. It's got a small learning curve but the game is actually pretty entertaining.
However there are some drawbacks. The game currently only has one map, and there is no option to host your own server, or
create a party to play with friends. The gameplay gets repetitive quickly. After twenty minutes you will have experienced all it
has to offer, and with no reward for playing im sure players will get bored of playing, and just quit once they feel they have
exausted the entertainment value.

At the time of this review the game has only just been released so there may be updates in the future. Things may be subject to
change, and if they do I will change this review to reflect that.

Let's Pro/Con this.

Pros:
*Funny parody of call of duty sniping.
*High skill ceiling due to aiming.
*very cheap price point.
*Good for a few laughs.

Cons:
*Not enough substance to play for longer than half an hour.
*No easy way to play with friends.
*Only one map.
*No rewards for playing.

Suggestions for the developers:
*Please add a way to host my own servers from home.
*Please add a way to create parties so I can team up with other people.
*Some additional maps, and gamemodes would be nice.
*Mobility needs improvement, the cooldown on jumping is too long.
*Character customization.
*Cosmetic unlocks and rewards for playing, so that I can feel like I want to play.
*Better sound effects, and lighting.
*Sprint

In conclusion I think this game is worth the price point for a few laughs, and a pretty fun way to pass a bit of time. It's a fun
concept but be warned it gets stale pretty quick.. fun to do and yeet. The server of Viking Kings = Admiral changes the rules!
your units are stolen by the adm.
helping your friends and destroying you
\u00a0pathetic
there is no war on the surviving server
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